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TRecoro of Bibliograpbg anfc Xibrarp ^Literature.
Revue international de Bibliograpbie medicale, pharmaceutique

et veterinaire, dirigee par le Docteur Jules Rouvier. No. i, Avril,
1890. pp. iv., 284. 8vo. Paris et Beyrouth.
It is somewhat difficult to understand the raison d'etre of this publica-

tion. In his preface Dr. Rouvier speaks of the necessity for keeping
abreast of the professional literature of the day, and regrets the absence
of any guide for this purpose. To supply ceite lacune de noire literature
t/iSdica/e, is the task Dr. Rouvier has set himself. Before starting on
such an arduous undertaking it would have been well had the editor
taken pains to get definite information as to the real want of such a
publication. He surely cannot be acquainted with the Index Medicus,
published monthly by Drs. Billings and Fletcher, or with the Medicinischc
Bibliographie issued weekly under the editorship of Dr. Wiirzburg, as
either of these publications covers a much wider field than that Dr.
Rouvier proposes for himself. These two publications come out with
commendable regularity, and were the work now under notice as well
done or as complete as either of these, the fact that it is only to
appear quarterly would be fatal to its success. There can be no
room for a publication of this kind issued in April, and giving refer-
ences to the literature of the three last months of the previous year.
In looking at the necessity for this work, it must also not be forgotten
that each branch of medicine and surgery has its own Centralblatt,
appearing for the most part weekly, and giving a full account of the
literature of all countries.

But even if it could be shown that there was an opening for this new
venture, it would still be. impossible to say that the number before us gave
promise of success.

In the first place the number of journals indexed is so meagre as to
make the book well nigh useless :—e.g., the transactions of the London
medical societies are not noticed, although their current volumes were
issued during the period this number is supposed to embrace. Again, the
references arc given in so unscientific a manner as to make them difficult,
and in some instances almost impossible, of identification. We em-
phatically protest against the plan Dr. Rouvier has adopted of trans-
lating the titles of papers into French ; by this plan books and papers
are referred to which have no real existence, and this causes both
reader and librarian endless trouble and annoyance. Not only arc the
titles of the papers given in French instead of the language in which
they were written, but in many instances the title of a journal is
rendered in French in such a way as to make it unrecognisable. For
instance we get Congrcs de Leeds, which really refers to the meeting of the
llritish Medical Association at Leeds. On another pajje we find Soc.
J'nt/iol., Manchester, Nov. Here is an instance of Dr. Rouvier giving a
detinue reference to a book which has no existence, as this society
issues no transactions, the papers read at its meetings being generally
published in the medical journals. Instances of this kind may be met
with on nearly every page. The references, too, are given so clumsily
that they occupy much more space than is really necessary, e.<;., p. --M,
Union ATMic. 4//1 Juin, itf/i JuilL, $t/t Oct., zdf'/i Oct., $t/i it 2St/t IK',.
1JP- 75> 5°°' 6°°> 796> 9°2- Much more might be said as to the unscientific
character of this bibliography, but enough lias been said to show that if
the want really exists, Dr. Rouvier has not been successful in filling it.
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A Collection of Facsimiles from examples of Historic or Artistic
Bookbinding, illustrating the History of Binding as a Branch
of the Decorative Arts. London: Bernard Quaritch, 1889.
La. 8vo, pp. 36, with 103 plates.
We owe an apology to our readers for having delayed so long in

bringing under their notice this magnificent book, certainly the finest
collection of facsimiles of artistic bindings which has yet been published
in England. The hundred and three plates which it contains are the
work of Mr. Griggs, and in beauty of execution yield only to the as yet
unrivalled illustrations in M. Charles Cousin's Racontars illustris dun
viettx collectionneur (Paris, 1887), to which the vellum-like consistency
of its japan paper lent a brilliancy perhaps unattainable on any other
material. Mr. Quaritch's facsimiles were originally issued in heterogeneous
order in monthly parts, but in republishing these as a volume he has
rearranged them in their historical order, and prefixed a lively and
readable introduction, to the authorship of which he gives no clue.
The claim which the preface asserts, that the facsimiles in their new form
constitute not merely a portfolio, but a book, may be readily admitted,
and we ourselves know of no other history of bookbinding from which
the amateur may more readily and pleasantly acquire at least a rudi-
mentary acquaintance with the development of the most fascinating of
the minor decorative arts.

With the history of bookbinding before the Renaissance, Mr. Quaritch
does not greatly concern himself. The cylindrical boxes in which the
Greeks and Romans kept their rolls of MSS. have nothing in common
with the covers of modern books, nor have the wonderful bindings in
ivory and metal, nailed on wooden boards and studded with jewels, of the
Byzantine and Carolingian periods, much greater connection with the sub-
ject. The beautiful stamped bindings which nourished from the thirteenth
century onwards have more claim to consideration. But Mr. Quaritch
regards these as forming a subject by themselves, akin rather to the
history of engraving than of bookbinding, in which he will only recognize
the work executed with the minute tools of the bookbinder proper, which
leave free scope to all the individuality of character which their wielder
may possess. The few " Gothic " bindings in blind tooling, with which the
book opens, are not very good specimens of their kind, and the fac-
similes of them are so dark as to do little justice to the delicacy they
possess. But towards the end of the third quarter of the 15th century,
gold begins to appear in some Venetian bindings, and with this " charming
innovation," as he elsewhere calls it, the history of bookbinding, in Mr.
Quaritch's eyes, really begins. The traffic of Venice with the East,
caused her early binders to be largely influenced by Saracenic models,
which, through Venice, have left their traces on the covers of the books of
.all European nations, including our own. After some charming examples
of these Mr. Quaritch gives some illustrations of the cameo work of the
early 16th century, including the medallion associated with the books of
Demetrio Canevari, who, however, as he points out, can only have in-
herited the beautifully dressed works which must have received their orna-
ments some years before his birth, in 1559. After some specimens of
a transitional style, we come to the bindings executed for Jean Grolier, the
French treasurer of the Milanese, to whose taste, and to that of Aldus, and
the other members of the little " Academy," all that is best in modem work
owes its origin. The Grolieresque style did not attain its fullest beauty
till after its author's return to France in 1530. The geometrical patterns,
with their masses of "thick black parallel involutions outlined in gold,"
have always seemed to us somewhat heavy, and they gave rise to the
gaudiness of the more debased Grolieresque, in which the spaces between
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the lines are filled with paints of all the colours of the rainbow. It was
with the French substitution of single for double lines, and the resolute
refusal of all colour save that of the leather and the gold, that binding in
the books of Henri II. and Diana of Poitiers reached its perfection.
Some magnificent examples of this style are in Mr. Quaritch's collection.
In a copy of the works of Themistius (Aldus, 1534)—valued, as we note
from his catalogue, at £110—the ornamentation of the brown morocco
is effected entirely by means of gold, and is justly described as " truly
regal" in its simplicity. " The elements are the crown, shield, and collar
of France, with the crescent and two-crowned H. H. within an ovaloid
frame composed of four hunting bows (emblems of Diana). In the space
between this border and the square outer frame of plain gold ornament,
we find the title of the book, the monogram of D. D. and H., the three
interlaced crescents, and the crowned H. repeated." In a still more
remarkable volume, belonging to the same possessors,a copy of Camerarius
De Prcedestinatione (valued by Mr. Quaritch at two hundred guineas),
the ornamentation consists solely of blind tooling on white leather. All
the emblems which the fair Diana borrowed from her namesake are here
introduced in beautiful interlacement, and the effect is striking in the
extreme.

From France Mr. Quaritch passes on to illustrate the Grolieresque
bindings of England and Germany, and then reviews the Veneto-Lyonnese
work, stamped in the centre or corners with Grolieresque patterns. The
delicate tracery of the Eves, and the pointilUctl the mysterious Le Gascon
next occupy his attention, and he then proceeds to illustrate the later
history of binding both in France and England. Of a work whose chief
importance avowedly lies in its illustrations, no adequate idea can be
conveyed by mere description ; but we have no hesitation in recom-
mending Mr. Quaritch's magnificent volume to all amateurs and librarians,
whose purses are sufficiently long to defray its necessarily heavy price.

T h e Bibliography [Biographical and Topographical] of Ack-
worth School. By John H . Nodal. Ackworth Old Scholars'
Association, 1889. 8vo. pp . 52.

The Society of Friends, in the year 1779, commenced the good work
of which the present publication is in some degTee a record. At the
centenary meeting of the school it was decided that a collection of the
writings of old scholars should be got together and preserved in the
library of the school. Eight years after the centenary, all that had been
obtained, either from living authors to whom an appeal had been made,
or by purchase, amounted to only thirty publications. It was then clearly
seen that the initial step to such an enterprise was to ascertain definitely
who were these authors, living or deceased, and what were their writings.
As may be imagined this involved a very considerable amount of time
and research, for, as Mr. Nodal observes :—" I have notes of about a
dozen old scholars, whose names are identical with writers who have
published, but in the absence of details and of positive verification, I
have thought it best to reserve them for further research." In spite of
the difficulties attending the work, a large amount of interesting informa-
tion has been collected, which is of importance as showing the literary
fertility of the school and of members of the society, or of their children.
The brief biographies, which are alphabetically arranged, are succeeded
by chronological lists of the writings of their subjects; and although the
work neither makes nor has any pretension to be accounted a piece of
scientific bibliography, yet the care and zeal with which Mr. Nodal has
carried out his self-imposed task deserve warm commendation. Among
scholars not unknown to fame may be mentioned such names as John
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Bright, Joseph F. B. Firth, John Gilbert Baker, William Howitt, and
Sarah Stickney, better known as Mrs. Ellis. At the end is a list of
publications about Ackworth and the school, chronologically arranged.

Check List of Bibliographies, Catalogues, Reference Lists and
Lists of Authorities of American Books and Subjects. Com-
piled by Paul Leicester Ford. Brooklyn, N.Y., 1889. 4to,
pp . 64.

This list is arranged under a series of classes, such as biblio-
graphy, general works, geography, ethnology, philology, &c, these
classes being again sub-divided. Each class or subdivision is arranged
under a separate alphabet, and to each entry is appended a running
number, to which is prefixed a letter, indicating whether the work
is an auction sale catalogue, bibliography, booksellers' catalogue,
public library catalogue, private library catalogue, reference list, or
list of writers. There is also added to the running number a sign, which
shows the method of arrangement of the work catalogued ; whether
alphabetically, by authors, or by subjects, chronologically, or classically.
In some cases two or more signs are used: the first indicates the method
of arrangement, those that follow give a clue to the system of indexes.
A classification of contents precedes the list, and an authors' index at
the end renders it easy for reference. The book is printed as a double
columned work, the verso of each leaf, and the right-hand column of
each recto, being left blank for manuscript additions. In a prefatory note
the compiler states that " these brief titles are designed as the working
basis for a full and critical catalogue" of books which come within the
scope of his undertaking, and, if carried out in the same careful and
methodical manner in which the present list is printed it will form a
bibliography of great interest and importance. Meanwhile, the Check
List will be of great value as showing at a glance the best authorities
on the subject. The dedication, "To Justin Winsor. . . . as some
recognition of his work in American Bibliography," is a graceful and
well-deserved compliment.

Caspar's Directory of the American Book, News and Stationery
Trade. Milwaukee, 1889.] Royal 8vo, pp. 1434. Price
12 dollars, net.
Not only does this supply all the requirements of a trade directory in

the very fullest manner, but the needs of the bibliographer and biblio-
phile have been carefully considered. By appending a list of practical
bibliographies and a vocabulary of terms, phrases, and abbreviations,
Mr. C. N. Caspar has rendered his great directory of far more than local
or temporary interest. The thoroughness with which the vocabulary has
been compiled is seen on perusing such entries as book sizes, where the
comparative dimensions in the United States, and in England, appear ;
metric and monetary systems ; papers, sizes and names; Roman numerals,
&c. An admirably engraved portrait of the late Frederick Leypoldt forms
a frontispiece to the volume, and Mr. R. R. Bowkcr contributes a brief
biography of that "martyr of American bibliography." The London
publisher is Mr. B. F. Stevens.

Catalogues an& IReports.
The Fortieth Annual Report of the Bank of England Librarj

and Literary Association, 1890. pp. 19.

numbe
In noticing the last annual report we had occasion to regret the large
ber of volumes reported "missing," and it is with considerable
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